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Stress “deafness”

• [ˈmipa] vs. [miˈpa] – French listeners have difficulty processing the 
difference because they lack the representations of stress in their 
language (Dupoux et al. 2001). 

• This processing difficulty has been termed stress “deafness”, and 
the effect is triggered with the task that consist of the added 
phonetic variability and memory load (Dupoux et al. 2001).

• Phonetic variability – multiple talkers

• Memory load – multiple sequences of stimuli 

• “Deafness” to stress contrasts has been observed cross-
linguistically, with Persian, Finnish, and Hungarian speakers 
(Peperkamp & Dupoux 2002, Rahmani et al. 2015). 2



• Previous research focuses mainly on “deafness” to stress contrasts, 
but “deafness” has not been explored with yet another word-
prosodic category - lexical pitch accent. 

• Is there “deafness” to lexical pitch accents?

• Are English speakers “deaf” to Serbian lexical pitch accents?

Research Question
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Hypothesis

• Serbian is a lexical pitch accent language. Serbian lexical pitch 

accents consist of the combination of duration and pitch.

• [sèdi] = ‘to sit’ 

• [sédi] = ‘grey hair’

• English is a stress-accented language.

• PERmit (noun)   vs.   perMIT (verb)

• H: Since English speakers do not have any representations of 
lexical pitch accents, they should be “deaf” to Serbian lexical pitch 
accents.
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Methods

• Participants:

• 10 Serbian speakers

• 18 English (Canadian) speakers

• Stimuli:

• 4 non-words produced by a Serbian trained linguist

❖There was no phonetic variability
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Stimuli
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Non-words Lexical pitch accent Contrast

[níve] Long rising

Pitch

[nîve] Long falling

[màvi] Short rising

[mȁvi] Short falling

[rúva] Long rising

Duration

[rùva] Short rising

[bûmi] Long falling

[bȕmi] Short falling



Sequence Recall Task
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Non-words Keyboard Key Lexical pitch accent Contrast

[màvi] [A] Short rising
Pitch

[mȁvi] [L] Short falling

1. Training Phase



Sequence Recall Task
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3 Non-words Keyboard Key

[màvi] [A]

[mȁvi] [L]

[màvi] [A]

1. Training Phase

• They could practice as many times as they wanted.

4 Non-words Keyboard Key

[màvi] [A]

[mȁvi] [L]

[mȁvi] [L]

[màvi] [A]



Sequence Recall Task
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2. Testing Phase

4 Non-words Keyboard Key

[màvi] [A]

[mȁvi] [L]

[mȁvi] [L]

[màvi] [A]

5 Non-words Keyboard Key

[màvi] [A]

[mȁvi] [L]

[mȁvi] [L]

[màvi] [A]

[màvi] [A]

6 Non-words Keyboard Key

[màvi] [A]

[mȁvi] [L]

[mȁvi] [L]

[màvi] [A]

[màvi] [A]

[mȁvi] [L]• They heard the stimuli only once.



Sequence Recall Task
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• Sequences of 6 non-words present greater memory load.
• Sequence 4

• Sequence 6

• Phonetic variability 

• Memory load

• If there are any processing difficulties, they should occur 
when the memory load is added. 



Results                 &           Discussion

• For data analysis, a 
logistic regression 
model is run using the 
lrm package (Levshina
2015) in RStudio.

• English and Serbian 
speakers do not
significantly differ in 
their performance 

[β = - 0.1, SE = 0.4,

z =- 0.2, p = 0.82]. 
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Are English speakers “deaf” to 
Serbian lexical pitch accents?

• English speakers are not “deaf” 
to Serbian lexical pitch accents. 

• This absence of “deafness” 
could be because the contrasts 
between lexical pitch accents 
are quite perceptually salient.



Results                 &           Discussion
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Sequence 4 Sequence 5 Sequence 6

84%
79% 80%

87%
79%

69%

Serbian English



Results                 &           Discussion
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• The model showed a 
significant interaction of 
Sequence 6 and 
Language Group

[β = - 2.1, SE = 0.74,

z =- 2.87, p = 0.004]. 

• Serbian speakers 
significantly outperformed
English speakers on the 
sequences of 6 non-
words.



Results                 &           Discussion
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• English speakers exhibit slight processing difficulties because their 
performance drops with the sequence of 6 non-words, with 
greater memory load.

• Caveat: English speakers still performed well above the chance 
level.

• Aligns with Dupoux et. al’s (2001) study, which states that the 
memory load alone cannot trigger the stress “deafness” effect.

➢Memory load alone cannot result in lexical pitch accent “deafness”. 
The absence of the “deafness” effect could also be because there 
is no phonetic variability.  



Results                 &           Discussion
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• Both groups performed 
significantly better on 
duration contrast rather 
than pitch contrasts

[β = 0.4, SE = 0.2,

z = 2.1, p = 0.04]. 



Results                 &           Discussion
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• Both groups more easily recalled duration contrasts than pitch 
contrasts, which could indicate that duration is a more 
perceptually salient cue than pitch for Serbian lexical pitch 
accents.

• Studies on the production of the Serbian lexical pitch accents 
reveal that pitch is equally, if not more, important than duration 
(Sredojević 2017). 

• However, perception studies on Serbian lexical pitch accents are 
scarce. → Is duration a more salient cue to Serbian lexical pitch 
accents than pitch?



Conclusion
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• Unlike stress “deafness” studies that reveal the strong “deafness” 
effect due to processing difficulties, this study demonstrates that 
listeners exhibit neither perceptual nor processing difficulty to 
lexical pitch accents.

• Would the “deafness” effect be observed with added phonetic 
variability (as in Dupoux et al. 2001)?

• Does the stress “deafness” effect occur solely as a result of the 
Sequence Recall Task? 



Thank you very much!
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